
PE:
Gymnastics –(symmetry and 

asymmetry 

Focus: Explore movement and 

balances in symmetrical and 

asymmetrical ways

Dance ‘Wild Animals’ (cont.)– 

creating motifs and extended 

sequences

Y3 Curriculum – Spring 2
Term

Catholic Social teaching– Family and Community

Gospel Virtues: Faithfilled and hopeful

English (writing)
Fiction: Narrative

Key Text: ‘The Iron Man’

Exploring sentence structure and language devices for 

dramatic effect (repetition, simple and complex sentences, 

alliteration and onomatapeia).

Maths
Multiplication and division B (cont.)

Multiplying a two-digit by a one-digit number with and without exchange

Dividing a two-digit number by a one-digit number with no exchange/flexible partitioning

Measures – length and perimeter

Measure in millimetres, centimetres and metres

Add, subtract and compare lengths

Calculate perimeters

R.E.
Listening to the Word of God in 

Mass

Exploring the importance and 

value of listening to the Word of 

God in scriptures

Lent

Know that Lent is a time to 

change and become more like 

Christ, know some stories about 

Christ bringing change to the 

lives of people in need

Holy Week – focusing on Palm 

Sunday and The Last Supper

Science

Forces and Magnets

- Exploring forces

- Exploring magnets

- Designing and creating 

magnetic games

Music
Songs for Year 3’s performance 

of ‘The Three Trees’

French - Fruits
Pupils will learn 10 fruits and be 

introduced to the simple opinions 

‘I like’ and ‘I do not like’. By the 

end of the unit pupils will have 

the knowledge and skills to be 

able to say which fruits they like 

and do not like.

Art
Glass Art cont. (sculptures 

and windows), focusing 

on Dale Chihuly and Henri 

Matisse. 

Mothers’ Day cards

Easter cards and crafts

Computing
Online safey (ongoing)

Presenting – Use 

Powerpoint to create 

presentations with 

media, animations 

and timings

PSHE

Picture News

Physical contact

Drugs, alchahol and tobacco

First Aid heroes 

English (reading)
Discussions, Book Talk and questions 

based around our class reader:‘The 

Iron Man’. Extracts from: ‘The Storm 
Keeper’s Island’.

Visits and Events
World Book Day

Class Mass

‘The Three Trees’ performance

Sacrament of Reconciliation

History 

Local history study of Stourbridge 

and The Black Country

- What is Stourbridge famous for?

- How did the glass industry 

develop?

- How important was the canal?
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